Background: “Casualty” is a key term in the discipline of disaster medicine. Searching and rescuing disaster casualties is the main work of a health care task force in a disaster zone. However, the term is often erroneously used for the seriously injured and dead. Until the term “casualty” had been clearly defined and classified, we couldn’t get a full picture of casualty flow in disasters. There is a difference in managing patients with treatable traumas and diseases versus those who struggle resulting in death.

Methods: Multiple web searching tools (Pubmed, Wikipedia, Yahoo search, etc.) were used for relevant articles, abstracts, and grey literatures covering the period January 2000–December 2015. A qualitative survey questionnaire was designed based on search results. An informal, multi-disciplinary, expert working group was established, including 18 individuals representing the discipline of emergency management, public health, clinical medicine, and military medicine. The experts were invited to write comments on the questionnaire separately. The comments of the experts were synthesized into a comprehensive report. In July of 2016, an expert meeting was held on our campus to discuss the report and reach a consensus about the disaster-casualty classification framework.

Results: Eleven documents were considered highly relevant. The experts believed that before giving a definition to “casualty,” “disaster scene” and “health care facility in the disaster zone” should be defined. We then define “casualty” as “anyone incurring a trauma or illness, or dying as a direct result of disaster.” Disaster casualty must include the deceased and can be classified into two parts: casualties with trauma and casualties with illness. Each part has three sub-groups: death on the scene, casualty coming to a health care facility for treatment, and casualty who needs medical treatment but didn’t come to any health care facility. For casualty coming to a health care facility for treatment, it can be classified into three portions: death in the health care facility, the inpatient, and the outpatient. Each associated term must be defined carefully and explicitly. Disaster casualty has its unique classification method; each part and sub-group need different public health and medical interventions and treatments.

Conclusion: This is a tentative study to draw a picture of disaster casualty. Disaster exerts tremendous influence on disaster casualty and the process of casualty production is complex and complicated. Our disaster-casualty classification framework is proposed to be tested and improved.
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Study/Objective: To design a disaster-casualty classification framework.